Directed Donor Fee Schedule

*

We recommend a minimum of five ejaculates to be banked

*

DIRECTED DONOR SHORT TERM BANKING (Banking for a friend,family member or surrogate to
be used within 1 year)

Includes semen analysis, office call, freezing procedure, post-thaw semen analysis, plus first six
months of storage,a consultation fee of $100.00 is included in the banking fee and nonrefundable
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DIRECTED DONOR LONG TERM BANKING (Banking for your own personal future use on a nonsexually intimate partner banking for longer than 1 year)
Includes semen analysis, office call, freezing procedure, post-thaw semen analysis, plus first six
months of storage,a consultation fee of $100.00 is included in the banking fee and nonrefundable

DIRECTED DONOR SHORT TERM BANKING WITH WASH
DIRECTED DONOR INITIAL LAB

DIRECTED DONORS THAT BANK SPECIMENS FROM MAY 31st THROUGH OCTOBER 31st MUST
ALSO HAVE WEST NILE VIRUS TESTING
DIRECTED DONOR REPEAT LAB POST 6 MONTHS

DIRECTED DONOR SHORT TERM STORAGE per 6 months (per ejaculate)

$335.00
(per

ejaculate)

$260.00
(per

ejaculate)

11$405.00
11$375.00
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11$375.00

1$110.00

DIRECTED DONOR LONG TERM STORAGE(banking longer than one year) per year (per ejaculate)11$110.00
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There are 2 ways of banking as a directed donor. Long term banking is for clients that bank their sperm for
long term storage due to potential loss of fertility due to surgery or a medical therapy that could render them
sterile and they wish to have the option of using the specimens in the future on a non sexually intimate
partner such as a gestational carrier/surrogate. They plan to store their specimens for longer than one year.
The other option is short term directed donor banking. This is for clients who are banking as a known donor
for a friend/family member or for use on a gestational carrier/surrogate and are planning to use their
specimens soon after they are released from the 6 month quarantine or with in one year of when they were
originally banked.
The fees listed above are subject to change based on cost increase of liquid nitrogen plus inflation. Sperm
banking unfortunately is not usually covered by medical insurance. We ask for payment at the time of the
visit; we then issue an itemized insurance form to the patient. This form can be submitted to his insurance
company for reimbursement if covered under his insurance plan.
A written request with a notarized signature is required to discard specimens. Storage fees are not credited
on specimens withdrawn or discarded that are stored for more than 3 months into your billing year. Past due
accounts are subject to late fees.

